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Abstract

The San Andreas fault offsets some small gullies incising the relatively flat surfaces in the Carrizo Plain, California. Among

these gullies, those with larger drainage basins have larger offsets, probably because gullies that have larger floods can keep the

channels entrenched and subjected to the fault displacement longer. On the other hand, older offset channels in the area, which

have much larger offsets, indicate that the gradual shift to straighter courses seems probable only for offset channels able to

keep and accumulate the offset for a long time. The strike-slip fault displacement offsets a channel as much as the channel can

follow with some modification by fluvial processes until overbank floods at the upper bend induce channel avulsion to a

straighter course, or until the channel is captured by the beheaded and abandoned downstream reach of the adjacent channel

moved with the fault displacement. The offset channel promotes aggradation upstream from the upper bend, and this makes the

channel increasingly susceptible to overbank floods. The older offset channels are confined in valleys, and this condition is

apparently preventive of channel avulsion or capture. The strike-slip fault displacement also deforms longitudinal profiles of

channels. Assuming that the elimination of discontinuities in the longitudinal profile is the main response of fluvial processes to

the deformation by fault displacement, nearly continuous longitudinal profiles of some old offset channels seem to indicate the

full adjustment, the condition in which no more changes will occur as a response to fault displacement until the next fault slip

deforms them. The irregularities in longitudinal profiles of other offset channels indicate that the channel adjustment by fluvial

processes may be occurring but not enough to eliminate the irregularities. An offset river can attain a continuous longitudinal

profile if it has enough time to adjust its longitudinal profile after the fault displacement. Otherwise, the discontinuity reflecting

a various degree of adjustment would remain in the longitudinal profile until channel avulsion or capture occurs. The degree of

adjustment and the probability of channel avulsion or capture depend highly on the fluvial ability and condition of each river as

well as the time after the deformation.
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1. Introduction

Offset rivers have long been recognized as clear

evidence of horizontal displacement on strike-slip

faults (e.g., Lawson et al., 1908; Lensen, 1958;
2005) 112–128
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Allen, 1962; Kaneko, 1965; Wallace, 1968), and the

amount of channel offset has been combined with age

control at several locations to estimate the rate of fault

displacement (e.g., Matsuda, 1966; Keller et al., 1982;

Sieh and Jahns, 1984). However, not all channels

crossing active strike-slip faults are offset (e.g., Len-

sen, 1958; Allen, 1962; Wallace, 1968; Gaudemer et

al., 1989; Huang, 1993). Allen (1962) noted that a

flow direction nearly perpendicular to the strike of a

strike-slip fault is an important condition for the pres-

ervation of stream offsets; otherwise, the stream will

follow the zone of fault slip. Wallace (1968) consid-

ered stream size, vertical fault displacements, and

stream capture along strike-slip faults as the key

factors controlling channel morphology of offset riv-

ers. Gaudemer et al. (1989) and Huang (1993), who

studied offset rivers in California and China, respec-

tively, both concluded that about half the stream

channels crossing strike-slip faults showed no clear

offset or deflection; that about three-fourths of the

remaining streams are deflected in a direction com-

patible with the fault displacement; and that the rest

showed the opposite deflection. Huang (1993) further

inferred that the orientation of the hillslope relative to

the fault plays an important role in determining chan-

nel course.

River forms are essentially the products of fluvial

processes, and offset rivers show the effects of fluvial

processes as much as the fault displacement. Exami-

nation of the response or adjustment of streams to

fault displacements, therefore, is necessary in order to

use measured channel offsets to estimate strike-slip

fault displacement. However, distinguishing channel

deformation associated with fault displacement from

channel changes caused by fluvial processes is usually

very difficult, and offset channels are often the only

evidence of fault displacement. Ouchi (2004) con-

ducted flume experiments in which the effect of

fault displacement can be distinguished from those

of fluvial processes, but these are not a reproduction

of what happens in real streams. Although the experi-

ments provide some guidance on how to analyze the

response of streams to strike-slip fault motion, studies

based on real field data are essential to improve our

understanding of the effects of fault displacement on

rivers. This study analyzes the field-measured plan-

form geometry and longitudinal profiles of some

channels offset by the San Andreas fault as a trial to
define the manner of response or adjustment of

streams to strike-slip fault displacement.

Some authors (e.g., Matsuda, 1966; Wallace,

1968; Gaudemer et al., 1989) have pointed out the

positive correlation between the amount of river

offset and the river’s overall length or size. The

relationship between offset length (D) and channel

length from the fault up to the divide (L) described

by Matsuda (1966) has been recognized widely in

Japan as a surprisingly robust feature of offset chan-

nels (e.g., Okada, 1970; Ando, 1972); and the meth-

od of estimating the average slip rate of a fault from

the value of D/L, based on a second correlation

between D/L and the slip rates of some well-

known faults (Matsuda, 1975), has been applied by

many Japanese researchers (e.g., Okada and San-

gawa, 1978; Fukui, 1981; Yoshioka, 1986; Uemura,

1988). Gaudemer et al. (1989) demonstrated a sim-

ilar correlation between the apparent offset and the

river length upstream from the fault for offset rivers

crossing strike-slip faults in California. They mea-

sured offset length and river length on 1:250,000

maps (excluding bsmall streamsQ such as Wallace

Creek) and inferred the slip rates of some faults in

a manner similar to Matsuda (1975), using estimated

rates of river elongation taken from the literature.

The values of fault slip obtained were well above the

rates generally accepted; and Gaudemer et al. (1989)

concluded that the measured river offset did not

indicate the actual tectonic displacement. However,

this discrepancy may indicate that river boffsetsQ
determined from 1:250,000 maps reflect factors

other than fault displacement alone, besides the pos-

sibility that the estimated river elongation rate they

employed may be inappropriate for the purpose. The

good correlation between the apparent offset and

river length may simply indicate that large rivers

are more sparsely spaced. The relationship between

D and L (measured on maps) for some offset rivers

in Japan may also reflect something other than fault

displacement, as Matsuda (1975) himself suspected.

Channels exhibiting a clear horizontal displacement

associated with strike-slip faulting are usually too

small to permit the construction of accurate planview

channel geometry or longitudinal profiles from topo-

graphic maps. The field-measured planform geome-

try and longitudinal profiles of offset channels are

necessary also in this respect.
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2. Geometry and geometrical analysis of offset

channels

Horizontal fault displacement offsets a stream by

dragging a reach on one side of the fault away from its

upstream or downstream reach on the other side along

the fault line. An boffset reachQ is the reach connecting
these divided upstream and downstream reaches

(Ouchi, 2004) (Fig. 1). Actual offset channels do not

show simple linear geometry because fluvial process-

es add many irregularities and round off sharp corners

caused by the fault displacement. Determining the

values of geometrical properties of offset channels,

therefore, is often very difficult. The exact position of

the fault crossing the offset channels is also difficult to

determine. In order to geometrically analyze offset

channels, regression lines of three separate channel

sections are used in defining the upstream, offset, and

downstream reaches, as schematically illustrated in

Fig. 1. They are referred to as the upstream, offset,

and downstream lines. Two lines parallel to the fault

strike are drawn through the intersections of the offset

line with the upstream and downstream lines, and

referred to as the upper and lower fault lines (Fig.

1). The real fault is supposed to lie within the zone

bounded by the upper and lower fault lines. The width

of this zone or the distance between these two fault

lines (W) is assumed to roughly represent the fault
Fig. 1. A schematic diagram illustrating geometrical properties of

offset streams and the method of measuring these properties. See the

text for details.
width. Huang (1993) defined the angle of deflection

as the angle between the fault strike and the offset

reach. This angle of deflection can be defined as the

angle between the fault line and the offset line (h in

Fig. 1). Most of the channels crossing strike-slip faults

are not exactly perpendicular to the fault trace and

instead are oriented more or less diagonally. The angle

between the upstream (or downstream) line and the

line perpendicular to the fault line is referred to as the

bcrossing angleQ in this study (k, measured in the

same direction as h). The offset length, Dh, is as-

sumed to correspond to the amount of horizontal fault

displacement the channel has taken. In cases in which

the fault displacement has a vertical component (Dv),

this results in an boffset slopeQ (So=Dv/Dh) of the

fault. Regression lines are also drawn on longitudinal

profiles to obtain channel slopes of these three

reaches. The offset channel parameters, namely offset

length (Dh), angle of deflection (h), offset slope (So),

channel gradient (Sc), and crossing angle (k), are

calculated from these regression lines. The crossing

angle of the upstream reach is usually different from

that of the downstream reach probably because the

channel before the offset is not necessarily straight

across the fault line. Therefore, parameters such as

Dh, Sc, So, and k are calculated for the upper and

lower fault lines separately. The original channel,

represented by the downstream reach, is assumed to

have been displaced from the upstream reach along

the upper fault line. The channel represented by the

upstream reach is assumed to have been displaced

along the lower fault line. In the latter case, the

upstream line is extended to the lower fault line, and

the distance along the lower fault line from this inter-

section to the intersection with the downstream line is

taken to be the horizontal component of displacement

(Dhd) (Fig. 1). The vertical component of displace-

ment, Dvd, is the height difference between the ex-

trapolated upstream line and the downstream line at

the lower fault line. The slope of the upstream line on

the longitudinal profile along channel (Scu) is taken to

be the channel gradient here and the crossing angle is

defined using the upstream line (ku). In short, the

assumed displacement along the lower fault line is

estimated from Dhd, Dvd, Scu, and ku, although the

actual calculations are performed with the equations

of regression lines. The same procedure is repeated for

the upper fault line using Dhu, Dvu, Scd, and kd. Two
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values obtained for each parameter are considered to

roughly indicate the range of the real value.

This estimation procedure was first applied to the

experimental offset streams reported by Ouchi (2004).

It gave reasonable results for all parameters except Dv.

Although the experimental fault displacement had no

vertical component, the estimated values of Dv range

from 3 to 16 mm. This discrepancy is apparently due

to the high rates at which the experimental streams

obtain continuous longitudinal profiles mainly by

downstream degradation. Downstream degradation

(and upstream aggradation) due to the damming effect

of the offset channel inevitably increases the Dv esti-

mate. This overestimating tendency of Dv values

should be considered in the analysis.
Fig. 2. Index map showing the locations of the Carrizo Plain and

Cajon Pass, California (A), and location map of offset channels

measured in the Carrizo Plain (B).
3. Measurement of offset channels crossing the San

Andreas fault

The strike-slip displacement of the San Andreas

fault in California and the offset channels that cross

it have been well known for almost 100 years.

Horizontal displacement that offset channels during

the 1906 San Francisco earthquake was reported in

detail shortly after the earthquake (Lawson et al.,

1908). Wallace (1968) documented beautifully offset

channels across the San Andreas fault in the Carrizo

Plain, California, and these and other offset channels

have been studied intensively since then as indicators

of actual fault displacement (e.g., Sieh, 1978; Sieh

and Jahns, 1984). In addition to these studies, nu-

merous paleo-seismic studies have been carried out

along the San Andreas fault in the area of central to

southern California (e.g., Sieh, 1984; Weldon and

Sieh, 1985; Sieh et al., 1989; Grant and Sieh,

1993, 1994; Grant and Donnellan, 1994). The accu-

mulated knowledge of the fault activity and offset

channels in this area provides a good starting point

for more detailed analysis of river response to fault

displacement. Moreover, the scarcity of vegetation

and water flow in this area aids data collection in

the field.

I measured planform geometry and longitudinal

profiles of 10 channels crossing the San Andreas

fault (9 in the Carrizo Plain and 1 near the Cajon

Pass, southern California) (Fig. 2), which allowed

detailed field measurement along their channel
courses. Artificial channel modification and obstruc-

tions such as thorny vegetation and cattle fences, as

well as discontinuous channels, restricted the number

of measurements. All the field measurements were

performed using a specially devised measuring in-

strument. The instrument consists of a pair of large

dividers: the length of the line connecting the tips of

two legs and its angle from the horizontal are auto-

matically calculated from the opening angle of the

legs (measured by tiltmeters set on the legs), the

angle from vertical of one of the legs, and the length

of each leg. The orientation is measured by a mag-

netic yaw-sensor attached on the instrument. The

measured values are stored in a data logger each

time a switch is pressed, and this was repeated

while walking along a channel. Measurements were

only made on reaches that were considered long

enough to analyze the deformation caused by fault-

ing. The strike of the fault was measured in the field

using a Brunton compass when easily visible, and

otherwise determined from topographic maps. For

analytical convenience, magnetic orientations were

exclusively used in this study. The data are plotted
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in three graphs: planview, with the fault trace as the

vertical axis; a projected longitudinal profile (longi-

tudinal profiles projected onto the plane perpendicu-

lar to the fault trace); and a longitudinal profile along

the channel (cf., Fig. 3). The upstream, offset, and

downstream reaches, were defined on the planview

diagram. The continuity of each longitudinal profile

was also referred to when defining the separate reach

segments. All the geometrical analyses were per-

formed on these graphs and the calculated values

of parameters are compiled in Table 1. Drainage

area and channel length of each channel above the

fault line measured on 1:24,000 topographic maps

are also listed in the table.
Fig. 3. Channel course geometry and longitudinal profiles of Wal-

lace Creek in the Carrizo Plain, California. The vertical axis of the

planview graph is parallel to the fault line. Dark lines correspond to

the representative sections of the upstream, offset, and downstream

reaches. The thin broken lines in the planview graph are regression

lines of these sections, indicating upstream, offset and downstream

lines. The projected longitudinal profile is the longitudinal profile

projected onto the plane perpendicular to the fault trace. The

numbers in the longitudinal profile along channel graph are the

channel gradients of these three sections.
3.1. Carrizo Plain

Although I had intended to measure channels

showing offsets at the fault, two of the nine channels

measured in this plain appeared to show no clear

offset at the fault trace in the planview diagram.

One of them is considered to be a new gully that

has developed since the last fault displacement. The

second is a depositional channel on a small alluvial

fan, which apparently has changed its course by

channel avulsion since the last fault displacement.

For the purpose of analyzing the effects of fault

displacement, only those channels showing clear

fault offsets in the planview diagram are reported on

here (Fig. 2B).

Wallace Creek exhibits more than 100 m of dex-

tral displacement at the trace of the San Andreas

fault (Wallace, 1968; Sieh, 1978; Sieh and Jahns,

1984). Its offset reach is subparallel to the fault

trace (hc9.68), and the upstream and downstream

reaches look parallel except for a relatively short

reach immediately upstream from the fault (Fig. 3).

This short reach, however, is in a shallow valley and

appears to lie outside the fault zone: it is therefore

considered here to be the upstream reach (kuc
�398). Along the lower fault line, Dh is 113 m;

and 141 m along the upper fault line. These values

are comparable to that of 128 m measured by Sieh

and Jahns (1984). The channel gradient (Scc0.032)

is close to the offset slope (Soc0.031 at the upper

fault line and 0.037 at the lower fault line). The

offset reach is slightly steeper than the adjacent

reaches.

A very small, shallow gully just SE of Wallace

Creek by trail post 3 (labeled W2 in this study) has

an offset reach gentler than that of the adjacent

reaches (Fig. 4). Almost the entire offset is considered

to have formed during the great Fort Tejon earthquake

in 1857 (Sieh, 1978). The offset length Dh is 11–12

m, and So (0.005–0.023) is smaller than Sc (0.067–

0.11). This small gully has a relatively large angle of

deflection (hc248) in spite of its minor ability to

erode and the short time of adjustment after the dis-

placement. Lateral shift of the offset reach can pre-

sumably occur rather easily within this shallow gully,

but the small horizontal displacement across the fault

zone probably contributed largely to the high angle of

deflection.



Table 1

Measured and calculated properties of offset channelsa

Offset stream h k Sc Dh (m) Dv (m) So Average

So/Sc

Deformation

type

A (km2) L (m) W (m)

Wallace Upstream 9.68 �39.28 0.032 141.5 4.3 0.031 1.05 B 6.71 6889 26.3

Downstream 15.58 0.032 112.6 4.1 0.036

W 2 Upstream 23.78 �5.88 0.067 12.0 0.06 0.005 0.19 A 0.03 389 5.3

Downstream 0.28 0.107 11.4 0.3 0.023

S3W Upstream 19.88 7.38 0.039 13.6 0.5 0.033 0.80 A 0.45 2307 5.7

Downstream �22.78 0.038 16.7 0.5 0.027

S4W Upstream 21.08 7.38 0.032 21.3 0.6 0.030 0.95 B 1.95 4157 7.1

Downstream 20.48 0.037 19.5 0.7 0.035

S1W Upstream 22.18 15.58 0.044 27.2 1.0 0.036 0.90 B 4.12 6988 11.3

Downstream �2.28 0.030 30.3 0.8 0.026

N1W Upstream 34.48 �11.28 0.036 14.3 0.5 0.033 0.84 – 0.91 2095 15.2

Downstream �27.48 0.036 19.2 0.5 0.028

N1H Upstream 12.38 �39.38 0.077 119.3 6.5 0.055 0.74 A 0.08 484 35.4

Downstream �50.48 0.065 132.8 6.5 0.049

Cajon Upstream 2.68 �26.48 0.077 91.5 6.9 0.076 1.06 B 0.58 1879 4.4

Downstream �45.88 0.066 93.9 7.0 0.075

See the text for details.
a h: angle of deflection; k: crossing angle; Sc: channel gradient; Dh: offset length; Dv: vertical offset; So: offset slope; A: drainage area above

the fault; W: distance between the lower and the upper fault lines. Note that Scd, kd (downstream row) and Dhu, Dvu (upstream row) are used to

calculate So for the upper fault line (downstream row), and Scu, ku (upstream row) and Dhd, Dvd (downstream row) for the lower fault line

(upstream row).
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Two neighboring gullies cutting a flat surface

about 1.6 km SE from Wallace Creek (Phelan

Creeks; labeled S3W and S4W in this study; Fig.

2B) show clear offsets along the trace of the fault

(Fig. 4). They look very similar, but S3W is smal-

ler than S4W. The offset length (Dh) is 14–17 m

for S3W and 19–21 m for S4W. Sims et al. (1989)

measured the offset of these gullies as 15.8F0.6 m

and 17.4F1.6 m, respectively. Considering the dif-

ference in the procedure of measurement, the

values are compatible. The angle of deflection h
is 208 for S3W and 218 for S4W. The wide ranges

of k (�23~78 for S3W and 7–208 for S4W)

suggest curved channel courses before the fault

displacement.

A gully about 4 km SE of Wallace Creek (S1W)

has a relatively large offset (Dhc27–30 m), with

hc228 and kc�2–158 (Fig. 5). The offset reach

runs through a gap in a low ridge-like mound that has

formed along the fault. This feature probably acted to

preserve the channel’s offset. Another small gully

(N1W), about 400 m NW of Wallace Creek, has a

short offset (Dhc14–19 m) and a large angle of

deflection (hc348) with kc�11 to �278 (Fig. 5).
The values of So and Sc are similar.
A relatively deep gully north of Hanline Ranch

near the southern end of the Carrizo Plain (N1H)

exhibits a large dextral offset (Dhc119–133 m)

with sharp bends (hc128 and kc�50 to �398)
(Fig. 6). This gully may be a young feature that has

developed in a small older valley. The channel geom-

etry, however, indicates that the valley itself is offset

by the San Andreas fault.

3.2. Cajon Pass

A small tributary of Prospect Creek near Cajon

Pass, north of San Bernardino in southern Califor-

nia (labeled Cajon in this study), undergoes an

abrupt dextral offset across the San Andreas fault

(e.g., Weldon and Sieh, 1985; Weldon, 1987). Its

offset is large (Dhc92~94 m) and the angle of

deflection rather small (hc2.68) (Fig. 6). In con-

trast to the gullies in the Carrizo Plain, this stream

flows down a relatively large valley with more

extensive vegetative cover, and the channel course

contains many small irregularities because of large

gneiss or granite boulders on the channel floor. The

valley and the channel look to be older than the

gullies in the Carrizo Plain. Its smooth longitudinal



Fig. 4. Channel course geometry and longitudinal profiles of small offset gullies (W2, S3Wand S4W) in the Carrizo Plain. See Fig. 3 for details.
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Fig. 5. Channel course geometry and longitudinal profiles of small offset gullies (S1W and N1W) in the Carrizo Plain. See Fig. 3 for details.
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profile along channel suggests the progress of flu-

vial adjustment.
4. Discussion

4.1. Planform geometry of offset channels

All eight channels reported here show apparent

horizontal offset along the fault trace in the direction

of fault displacement. However, a closer look at

these small gullies reveals that the offsets of N1W

and S3W may not be the direct and simple result of

fault displacement. These two small gullies both

have larger gullies on their left (SE) side and the

beheaded and abandoned channels of these larger

gullies, which moved with fault displacement, pos-

sibly captured the upstream reaches of the gullies.

The downstream reach of N1W is actually defined as

an old abandoned channel of Wallace Creek by Sieh

and Jahns (1984). Judging from its course close to

the larger gully of S4W on the left, the small gully
labeled S3W may have once been a tributary of S4W

merging below the fault trace. It was then possibly

captured by the abandoned downstream channel of

S4W coming close to the upstream reach. The gully

of S3W may have taken a short quasi-offset course

in the opposite direction to the fault slip when S4W

took a relatively straight course across the fault trace

with channel avulsion and abandoned the old offset

channel. The abandoned channel will be gradually

filled up with materials carried by surface wash.

Stream flows from the upstream catchment area are

necessary to keep the gully entrenched. When a

beheaded and abandoned channel captures the adja-

cent channel before being completely filled, the

channel reactivates and may show a quasi-offset

course in the direction that is the same or opposite

to the fault slip depending on the relative position of

the abandoned channel. In this case, the offset length

Dh does not correspond to the amount of fault slip at

the channel. The difference in offset length between

S3W (Dhc14–17 m) and S4W (Dhc19–21 m) is

not necessarily explained by the difference in the



Fig. 6. Channel course geometry and longitudinal profiles of N1H and Cajon. See Fig. 3 for details.

Fig. 7. Relationship between offset length (Dh) and drainage area

above the fault line (A). The regression line (broken line) is drawn

for the plots of W2, S4W and S1W. The equation is y =3.96x +12.6

and R2=0.93.
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amount of fault displacement that the gullies have

taken.

Fig. 7 illustrates the relationship between offset

length (Dh) and drainage area above the fault trace

(A). In this diagram, points representing small gullies

cutting relatively flat surfaces of pediments or allu-

vial fans in the Carrizo Plain align nicely along a

line, whereas other points scatter above. The line is

the regression line for small offset gullies in the

Carrizo Plain (W2, S1W and S4W) excluding N1W

and S3W. Points representing N1W and S3W are

slightly off the line. The unrealistic y-intercept of

the regression line (12.6 at A=0) is apparently

caused by the intermittent increase in offset length

(Dh) with earthquake-inducing fault slips. Although

the amount of data is too small to be statistically

significant, the tendency that a gully of longer offset



Fig. 8. Relationship between offset length (Dh) and SL index

(Sc�L). The regression line (broken line) is drawn for the plots

of W2, S4W and S1W. The equation is y =0.07x +10.0 and

R2=0.91.
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length has larger drainage area is apparent for the

small offset gullies in the Carrizo Plain. A simple

interpretation of this tendency is that these small

gullies have been offset by the fault while their

drainage basins were expanding. Accepting this in-

terpretation, the fault slip rate of 33.9F2.9 mm

year�1 estimated by Sieh and Jahns (1984) in this

area can be translated into a drainage area expansion

rate of 7.8–9.3 km2 kyr�1. This interpretation, how-

ever, is inappropriate. Gullies (or arroyos) in semi-

arid western North America are known for a history

of entrenching and filling due to short-term climatic

changes and/or to land use changes by humans (e.g.,

Peterson, 1950; Bull, 1997). These gullies are hardly

regarded as a lasting feature developed with drainage

basin expansion. The gullies in this plain probably

have entrenched and filled repeatedly without major

changes in their drainage area. Bull (1997) pointed

out that a channel entrenches where stream power

exceeds the resistance of the valley floor, and stream

power increases with discharge whereas valley floor

resistance does not change largely in the same area.

He considered that trunk channels (with larger drain-

age area) remain entrenched longer than headwater

channels. Drainage area is sometimes considered as a

possible substitute for discharge (e.g., Hack, 1957).

Hack (1973) devised an easily obtainable index

reflecting stream power, bgradient indexQ or SL

index. The SL index is the product of the local

slope (S) and the stream length from the drainage

divide measured along the channel (L). Taking the

channel length from the fault line to the drainage

divide (L) as L and Sc as S, the value of Sc�L is

equivalent to the SL index. The relationship between

offset length (Dh) and Sc�L illustrated in Fig. 8,

which looks similar to Fig. 7, indicates that among

small offset gullies in the Carrizo Plain, a gully with

larger stream power has longer offset; in other

words, a gully with larger stream power can keep

its channel entrenched longer. The correlation be-

tween Dh and A in Fig. 7 is also considered to

simply indicate that a larger drainage basin keeps

the gully entrenched longer.

The Carrizo segment of the San Andreas fault is

recognized as a strong fault segment (e.g., Sieh and

Jahns, 1984; Grant and Sieh, 1994), which releases

the shear strain accumulated during a long recurrence

interval with a sudden fault slip, inducing a large
earthquake. The fault slip of the Carrizo segment at

the time of the latest large earthquake in 1857 (Fort

Tejon earthquake) is estimated as 9.5F0.5 m (Sieh

and Jahns, 1984) at Wallace Creek and 11.0F2.5 m

across a greater width of the fault zone (Grant and

Donnellan, 1994). The offset of small gullies in the

Carrizo Plain can possibly be explained by three large

fault slips associated with earthquakes including the

last fault slip at the time of the Fort Tejon earthquake.

The offset of W2 (Dhc11–12 m) apparently reflects

this last fault slip, and the offset of S4W (Dhc19–21

m) is due probably to the last and the penultimate fault

slips. The longest Dh of S1W (27–30 m) indicates the

accumulation of three large fault slips. Sieh and Jahns

(1984) estimated the fault slip associated with the last

three earthquakes as 9.0F0.5, 12.3F1.2 and

11.7F2.2 m at Wallace Creek, and Grant and Sieh

(1993) as 7, 8–9 and 5–6 m at the Phelan fan from

stratigraphic evidence and radiocarbon dating. The

lengths of channel offset by these three fault slips

estimated in this study (11–12, 7–10 and 6–11 m,

respectively) are compatible with the values of fault

slips, considering the modification by fluvial process-

es. Sieh and Jahns (1984) estimated the dates of two

earthquakes in this area prior to 1857 as 1540–1630

and 1120–1300 and Grant and Sieh (1994) as 1405–

1510 and 1277–1510 at the Bridart fan about 5.5 km

SE from Wallace Creek. These dates suggest that the

gully of S1W started to entrench sometime before

1100–1500 and S4W around 1400–1600.

Other offset channels with longer offset length

(namely Wallace Creek, N1H, and Cajon) show no



Fig. 10. Relation of the distance between upper and lower fault lines

(W) to offset length (Dh). The broken line in the diagram is a

regression line for the plots of old offset channels. The equation

is y =0.58x�45.1 and R2=0.68.
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correlation between Dh and A or Sc�L (Figs. 7 and

8). Their offset reaches are not gullies cutting the flat

surfaces of pediments or alluvial fans, but they are

channels confined in valleys in a somewhat hilly part

of the area. Their longer offset length means that

these offset channels have existed longer than the

gullies cutting flat surfaces in the Carrizo Plain.

Huang (1993) assumed that the angle of deflection

increases with time as a consequence of the horizon-

tal shift of the offset reach. He apparently considered

the increase in the angle of deflection to be a means

of channel adjustment to deformation by horizontal

fault displacement. In this case, offset length (Dh)

and the angle of deflection (h) would show a posi-

tive correlation. However, the smaller/younger

gullies in the Carrizo Plain, which have a positive

correlation between Dh and A or Sc�L, show no

correlation between Dh and h (Fig. 9). For the older

offset channels (Wallace Creek, N1H, and Cajon), on

the other hand, h increases with Dh (Fig. 9). This

tendency suggests that the angle of deflection (h)
gradually increase with offset length (Dh) only for

the channels which could accumulate their repeated

offset for a long time. Taking the fault width into

account, young offset channels can have large angles

of deflection because of their short offset length. If

the increase in h by lateral shift of the offset reach

does not occur, h will inevitably decrease as

Dh increases. The old offset channels with longer

offset length have smaller h than young gullies (Fig.

9), and this probably reflects the decrease in h due to

the increase in Dh without a significant increase in h
Fig. 9. Relationship between the angle of deflection (h) and offset

length (Dh). The broken line in the diagram is a regression line for

the plots of old offset channels (Wallace Creek, N1H and Cajon).

The equation is y =0.18x�13.0 and R2=0.68.
by lateral channel shift. The fault width, which is

another variable determining the value of h, is as-

sumed here not to change with Dh. Robertson (1983)

indicated, based mainly on the observations in

mines, that the thickness of gouge and breccia on

a fault increases with its displacement. Although

Robertson (1983) excluded large strike-slip faults,

his statement means that fault width may possibly

increase with fault displacement. The offset length

(Dh), however, is a variable indicating the amount of

channel offset, not the whole amount of fault dis-

placement. Offset channels crossing the same fault

strip can have a variety of offset lengths. Offset

channels reported in this study are all crossing the

San Andreas fault and the fault width does not differ

with Dh. The distance between the upper and lower

fault lines (W) as a substitute for fault width shows

no correlation with Dh as a whole (Fig. 10), al-

though W shows some increase with Dh for older

offset channels. The increment of Dh required to

reduce a certain amount of h will increase rapidly

when h becomes small or Dh becomes long, because

Dh increases with the decrease in h (0bh b908) as a
cotangent function. Therefore, even a slight increase

in h by the lateral shift of the offset reach can

surpass the decrease in h associated with the increase

in Dh when the channel offset becomes large

enough. The narrow fault width possibly enhances

this effect. The weak positive relationship between

Dh and h for old offset channels shown in Fig. 9

probably indicates this gradual increase in h. The

slight positive correlation of W with Dh for these old
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offset channels (Fig. 10) is also considered to reflect

this increase in h by the lateral channel shift.

The fault slips offset a channel as much as the

channel can follow with some modification, until a

large flood induces channel avulsion to a straighter

course, or until the beheaded and abandoned down-

stream reach of the adjacent channel moved with the

fault block captures the channel. The process of de-

formation and adjustment then resumes and repeats all

over again. The older offset channels are confined in

valleys, and this condition is apparently preventive of

channel avulsion or capture. Some channels can keep

and accumulate channel offsets for a long time, and in

this case, we can probably consider the increase in the

angle of deflection as a channel adjustment by fluvial

processes.

4.2. Deformation and adjustment of longitudinal

profiles

The effects of tectonic movements on rivers have

been discussed mainly with regard to longitudinal

profiles and particularly as the cause of longitudinal

profile banomaliesQ (e.g., Burnett and Schumm, 1983;

Seeber and Gornitz, 1983; Keller and Rockwell, 1984;

Rockwell et al., 1984; Ouchi, 1985; Bull and Knuep-

fer, 1987; McKeown et al., 1988; Wells et al., 1988;

Merritts and Vincent, 1989; Rhea, 1989; Willemin and

Knuepfer, 1994; Zuchiewicz, 1995; Burbank et al.,

1996; Benito et al., 1998; Demoulin, 1998; Harbor,

1998). These tectonic movements that produce local

convexity or concavity in longitudinal profiles are

usually vertical-uplift, subsidence, or tilting. Snow

and Slingerland (1990) suggested, based on numerical

experiments, that these anomalies in stream profiles

are in some cases the expression of dynamic equilib-

rium between fluvial processes and tectonic move-

ments. Burbank et al. (1996) concluded that large

rivers, such as the Indus, can attain equilibrium pro-

files wherein local fluvial gradients are adjusted until

incision rates balance the bedrock uplift rate. Harbor

(1998) considered that the Sevier River, Utah, is

responding to an active uplift by transporting just

about the amount of sediment required to maintain

the deformed convex-up profile, an expression of

dynamic equilibrium. The horizontal offset caused

by strike-slip faults is generally not considered to

deform longitudinal river profiles. However, this is
not necessarily true, and horizontal offset does cause

the longitudinal profiles of streams to change. Longi-

tudinal profiles of offset rivers are also interpreted to

reflect the interaction between fluvial processes and

deformation associated with fault displacement. In the

discussion on the planform geometry of offset chan-

nels, offset channels are regarded as channels de-

formed by fault displacement, and dynamic

equilibrium between fluvial processes and fault dis-

placement can hardly be imagined. Longitudinal

channel profiles are considered to reflect fluvial pro-

cesses better than the planform geometry, and profiles

may show the interaction between fluvial processes

and fault displacement better.

The horizontal displacement of a strike-slip fault

elongates the longitudinal profile of a channel by

adding a new section. Taking the vertical component

of fault displacement into account, the deformation of

longitudinal profiles can be classified into three types

based on the relationship between the fault displace-

ment and the channel gradient (Fig. 11). Type A

describes the deformation when the ratio of the verti-

cal component of fault displacement to the horizontal

component (offset slope) is less than the channel

gradient. The offset slope equals the channel gradient

for Type B and exceeds it for Type C. Fault displace-

ment creating a reverse slope (in which the relative

motion of the downstream block is upwards) is con-

sidered as an extreme case of Type A deformation.

This extreme case is probably uncommon because

small rivers generally follow the slope created by

the long-term average of tectonic movements. Type

A deformation is expected to occur where vertical

fault displacement is small and/or channel gradients

are high. Large vertical displacements and/or low

stream gradients can cause Type C deformation. In

the flume experiments, offset streams seemed to halt

further adjustment once they had attained mostly con-

tinuous longitudinal profiles by eliminating the dis-

continuity caused by the fault displacement (Ouchi,

2004). Offset streams with Type B deformation, for

which the gradient of the original offset reach can be

similar to the channel gradient, are likely to require

minimum channel adjustments. The experiments also

suggested that the horizontal channel offset act as a

dam, inducing upstream aggradation and downstream

degradation, although the experimental stream with-

out sediment supply actually promoted downstream



Fig. 11. Types of longitudinal channel profile deformation caused by strike-slip faults.
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degradation more. For offset streams experiencing

Type A deformation, which tends to create an offset

reach of a shallower gradient than the original channel

gradient, vertical adjustment supposedly proceeds eas-

ily by upstream aggradation and downstream degra-

dation, but the upstream aggradation makes the

channel increasingly susceptible to overbank floods.

Offset streams of Type C, on the other hand, would

appear to require the greatest adjustment to reach a

continuous gradient. However, this type of channel

offset promotes out-of-bank floods at the upper bend

and may induce more frequent channel avulsion.

One of the offset channels excluded from the pre-

vious discussion, S3W, can be included in the discus-

sion on the deformation and adjustment of

longitudinal profiles, because S3W was apparently

offset by fault slips, at least by the fault slip associated

with the large earthquake in 1857. Judging from the

gully size and the fault slip length, deformation by

fault slip is probably a prominent feature in its longi-

tudinal profile. On the other hand, another offset chan-

nel excluded from the previous discussion, N1W, is

better excluded from the discussion. The capture by

the beheaded and abandoned channel of much larger

Wallace Creek may overwhelm the effect of fault

displacement on the longitudinal profile of N1W.

The deformation type of each offset channel is

estimated from the values of Sc and So. When the

estimated offset slope (So) is less than the channel

gradient (Sc), the deformation type of the offset chan-

nel is Type A. The offset slope equals the channel
gradient for Type B and exceeds it for Type C. Each

offset channel has two sets of So and Sc values for the

upper and lower fault lines, but for convenience the

channel deformation type is judged by the average

value of So/Sc. An average value within the range of

1.1–0.9 is considered here to indicate Type B defor-

mation. An average value smaller than that range

represents Type A, and larger represents Type C. All

the offset channels reported in this study, except for

N1W, are inferred to have undergone Type A or Type

B deformation (Table 1). The value of So (and there-

fore So/Sc), however, is usually overestimated due to

the downstream degradation and/or upstream aggra-

dation promoted by the channel offset. Experimental

offset streams, for example, were all estimated to have

Type C deformation, although their actual deforma-

tion by the simple horizontal fault displacement was

Type A. In the experiments, the lack of sediment

supply particularly promoted downstream degradation

with the damming effect of an offset course, and the

resultant shallow gradient of the downstream reach

enhanced the tendency of overestimating So and con-

verted the estimate of deformation type from Type A

to Type C. The method of estimating the deformation

type from contemporary longitudinal channel profiles

has to be applied while taking account of the strong

possibility of overestimating So. The offset channels

estimated as Type A by the method employed here,

therefore, certainly have Type A deformation, and

those estimated as Type B have possibly undergone

Type A deformation. Sieh and Jahns (1984) estimated
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the vertical component of fault displacement at Wal-

lace Creek to be 2.3% of the lateral component (i.e.,

So=0.023) for the past 3800 years, based on the

deformation of river terraces. Weldon and Sieh

(1985) estimated the lower rate of b0.015 for the

old fluvial deposit at Cajon Creek. The values of Sc
of the offset channels reported here are all above these

rates (Table 1), suggesting Type A deformation for all

the channels. However, Wallace Creek, S1W, S4W

and Cajon are judged Type B. All these offset chan-

nels judged Type B have larger values of Sc�L than

those judged to be Type A (Fig. 8). I speculate that the

original channel deformation by the San Andreas fault

is Type A for all offset channels reported here, but

channels with more effective fluvial processes (or

larger stream power) transform the apparent deforma-

tion type from Type A to Type B.

As the flume experiments suggest, trying to elim-

inate discontinuities in the longitudinal profile is prob-

ably the main response of fluvial processes to channel

offset by fault displacement. Two of the old offset

channels, N1H and Cajon, have nearly continuous

longitudinal profiles along the channel (Fig. 6),

which indicates the elimination of discontinuities in

longitudinal profiles (or full adjustment) by fluvial

processes. These offset channels apparently have a

longer time since the last deformation by fault slip,

and will not show any more changes as a response to

the fault displacement until deformed by the next fault

slip. The longitudinal profile along the channel of the

smallest offset channel, W2, clearly shows deforma-

tion of Type A (Fig. 4). As the smallest and youngest

offset channel, W2 apparently did not have enough

time and fluvial ability to eliminate the discontinuities

in its longitudinal profile caused by fault slip. Other

offset channels in the Carrizo Plain (Wallace Creek,

S1W, S3W and S4W) show some irregularities around

offset reaches in their longitudinal profiles along

channel (Figs. 3–5). The offset reach or the upstream

bend segment tends to have a higher gradient and this

gives a slight local convexity to the longitudinal

profile along channel. These discontinuities in longi-

tudinal profiles, which look different from the Type A

deformation like W2, indicate that channel adjustment

by fluvial processes is occurring, but not enough to

eliminate discontinuities. The higher gradient of the

offset reach or the upstream bend segment is probably

derived from the damming effect of the offset channel,
upstream aggradation and downstream degradation.

An increase in the angle of deflection can also have

an effect of making the offset reach steeper. Upstream

aggradation seems especially important for offset

channels in the Carrizo Plain. Unlike the flume ex-

periment, a considerable amount of sediment is cer-

tainly transported in these channels during floods,

although they are highly intermittent and ephemeral.

Deposition would easily occur upstream of the upper

bend, causing a higher channel gradient on the down-

stream segment against the Type A deformation of the

longitudinal profile. Discontinuity of this type in the

longitudinal profile indicates that the channel is

responding to deformation by fault displacement.

The discontinuity will be erased with the advance in

fluvial adjustment, but the aggradation in the upstream

reach will make the channel susceptible to overbank

floods and will finally cause channel avulsion. For

offset streams confined in valleys, this avulsion will

not occur easily and the channels can accumulate the

offset by fault displacement longer. The concept of

equilibrium between fluvial and tectonic processes

does not seem valid for the longitudinal profiles of

small offset rivers reported in this study.
5. Summary and concluding remarks

Channel geometries and longitudinal profiles of

some offset channels crossing the San Andreas fault

in the Carrizo Plain and near the Cajon Pass, southern

California, were measured in the field, and repre-

sented on diagrams of planview, projected longitudi-

nal profile and longitudinal profile along channel.

Despite the intention to select channels offset by the

fault, two of the ten measured channels appeared to

show no clear offset at the fault trace in the planview

diagram. They are either a new gully developed since

the last fault displacement or a depositional channel

on a small alluvial fan, which probably has changed

its course by avulsion recently. Even among the chan-

nels showing apparent offsets at the fault trace, two

are considered to be channels captured by the

beheaded and abandoned downstream reaches of ad-

jacent larger channels. Considering the number of

channels excluded from the measurement, it is appar-

ent that the majority of channels crossing the San

Andreas fault do not show clear offset by the fault.
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This seems to confirm the observation by Gaudemer

et al. (1989) and Huang (1993). Whether a channel

crossing a strike-slip fault shows a clear offset by the

fault displacement depends heavily on the history and

fluvial conditions of the channel.

The geometric properties of the offset channel,

such as the angle of deflection (h), offset length

(Dh), channel gradient (Sc), and offset slope (So),

were calculated from regression lines through the

upstream, offset, and downstream reaches. Drainage

area (A) and channel length (L) above the fault were

measured on topographic maps. Small offset gullies

cutting the relatively flat surfaces of pediments or

alluvial fans in the Carrizo Plain show a positive

correlation between Dh and A or Sc�L, which is a

possible substitute for stream power. This correlation

seems to confirm the interpretation that a stream of

larger stream power has a greater ability to keep the

channel entrenched, and therefore subjected to the

fault displacement, for a longer time. On the other

hand, older channels with larger offsets and smaller

angles of deflection, which are confined in valleys,

show a slight increase in h with Dh. The gradual shift

of the offset channel to a straighter course seems

probable only for the offset channels that could keep

and accumulate the offset for a long time. The con-

finement in valleys apparently allowed these channels

to keep and accumulate their offset for a much longer

time than the young gullies.

The deformation of longitudinal profiles by strike-

slip faulting can be classified into three types based on

the relative magnitudes of the fault displacement slope

(offset slope; So) and the channel gradient (Sc). Type

A deformation occurs when So is smaller than Sc,

Type B when the two are equal, and Type C when

So is steeper than Sc. Although the known offset slope

of the San Andreas fault is lower than channel gra-

dients of all measured offset channels (Type A), some

offset channels that have larger values of Sc�L are

classified as Type B. Offset slopes of the fault esti-

mated from present channels tend to be larger due to

the damming effect of the channel offset (upstream

aggradation and downstream degradation) especially

for channels of higher fluvial ability.

Assuming that eliminating discontinuities in the

longitudinal profile is the main response of fluvial

processes to channel deformation by fault displace-

ment, nearly continuous longitudinal profiles of two
old offset channels (N1H and Cajon) seem to indicate

the state of full adjustment, the condition in which

further changes as a response to fault displacement

will not occur until the next fault slip deforms them.

Other offset channels show some irregularities in their

longitudinal profiles around their offset reaches. These

irregularities indicate that channel adjustment by flu-

vial processes may be occurring, but not enough to

eliminate the irregularities. The strike-slip fault dis-

placement is considered to offset a channel as much as

the channel can follow with some modification by

fluvial processes, until overbank floods at the upper

bend induces channel avulsion to a straighter course.

Upstream aggradation as an effect of the channel

offset will make the channel susceptible to overbank

flooding. The process of deformation and adjustment

then resumes all over again unless stream capture by

the adjacent channel occurs. The older offset channels

are confined in valleys, and this condition is appar-

ently preventive of channel avulsion or capture. If an

offset river has enough time to adjust the longitudinal

profile by itself after the fault displacement, it can

attain a continuous longitudinal profile regardless of

the planform channel geometry, which may show a

slight increase in the angle of deflection. Otherwise,

the discontinuity reflecting a various degree of adjust-

ment would remain in the longitudinal profile until

channel avulsion or capture occurs. Offset rivers seem

to be mostly in the process of adjustment after the

almost instantaneous deformation by fault displace-

ment, unless channel avulsion or capture occurs. The

degree of adjustment and the probability of channel

avulsion or capture depend highly on the fluvial abil-

ity and condition of each river as well as the time after

the deformation. The concept of equilibrium between

fluvial and tectonic processes is apparently not neces-

sary here. The discussion on the equilibrium between

fluvial and tectonic processes can probably be held

better at a larger scale of time and space, but the

reexamination of the effectiveness of equilibrium be-

tween these two fundamentally different processes

might be an interesting subject for future studies.
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